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Florida International University, Biscayne Bay Campus – Miami, FL

The world’s tallest tilt-up panel was erected this past November
at the Florida International University Biscayne Bay Campus near
Miami, FL. The panel, which stood 111-feet and 9-inches tall, forms
part of a nine-story, 600-bed dormitory for the University. The dormitory for the Biscayne Bay Campus re- quired a total of 16 extremely tall panels to mark the living room with each panel
measuring at 13-foot 2-inch wide, 16 inches thick and weighing
134,000 to 146,000 pounds.
The project came to Meadow Burke about a year and a half ago
when Woodland Construction Co. of Jupiter, Florida approached the
tilt team with a nine story concept panel. Wondering if it was possible, Woodland sought the guidance from engineering asking what it
would take to turn this concept into a reality. At first glance, it seemed
that the concept was pushing the limitations of what was achievable
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in tilt-up, however, the increase in the thickness of the panel to 16”
made it possible to come up with a preliminary detail using a conventional four high rigging pattern and requiring reinforcing using
#9’s. Meanwhile, work was being done with software developers to
get a more efficient solution to an eight high lift analysis.
By late summer of 2015, the project was a go and engineering began
to tackle the lifting design. While the weight of each panel was not
uncommon compared to the typical tilt-up panel, the extreme height
of the panel was what presented several lifting challenges including
the crane’s capacity with the added boom length and steep angle.
With the challenge of five story panels stacked on top of four story
panels, Eliza- beth St. John took on the engineering for the standard
panels leaving un-stacked tall panels for Scott Collins. At part of the
lift design, Super-Lift III Edge Lift inserts were used to (continued)
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(continued)

(Continued from page 1) provide secure and spall-free edge lifting
without the use of shear bars. Other lifting products supplied for the
job included 8” Steel Strongbacks and B-75 brace inserts.

panel was needed, the panel, braced at each floor and designed for
185 mph wind loads, needed minimal steel reinforcement for its
final in-place loads.

As the design was being worked on, the eight high lifting analyses
was also ready for beta testing. After several updates from the programmers, Scott was confident that it was suitable for the panels
and that it would reduce some of the risk with a four high lift.

The Meadow Burke tilt-up inserts for the project were supplied by
leading distributor HD Supply White Cap of Pompano.

The lifting design incorporated an eight-high by two-wide rigging
pattern and did not require bracing as the setting of the panel was
completed after all the floors had been placed. While a transfer of
rigging to additional plumb-setting lift inserts near the top of the

Amidst the complexities and challenges that came with the design,
the end results proved to be a worthy concept. The project now holds
the record for the world’s tallest tilt-up panel as recorded by the TiltUp Concrete Association. With the ingenuity of the teams involved,
this was another successful tilt project to add to the books for
Meadow Burke.

Meadow Burke Has Gone Social.
Check Us Out!
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Highlights From the World of Concrete
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booth was set up in a 10x20 space in the Precast Hall where
Meadow Burke demonstrated products and greeted prospective
customers.
Along with a new booth, the Meadow Burke marketing team
came up with new digital tactics towards their trade show
marketing strategy. These digital tactics included creating an
introductory video, which introduced Meadow Burke at the show,
as well as creating a landing page upon the MB website for the
event. The purpose of the landing page was for show attendees to
be able to gather information about Meadow Burke’s attendance
at the 2016 World of Concrete. From the annual customer appreciation event to the messaging of the show, the landing page
served as a great re- source to those interested in learning about
Meadow Burkes involvement at the World of Concrete show. Social
media updates were also created both before and during the show
to keep followers updated.

For the first time in 5 years, Meadow Burke exhibited at the World
of Concrete show which took place earlier this month at the Las
Vegas Convention Center. With a few new marketing techniques,
strategic planning and a new state of the art booth, the show was
a great success. Meadow Burke also teamed with Thermomass
this year in marketing before and during the show.
Efforts for a successful show first began in September of 2014 with
a brand new booth design. The new booth, which measures 10x20
feet, was built with interchangeable pieces so that the design and
layout can be set up differently fo every trade show. The booth includes branded fixtures with shelving for product display, state of
the art graphics, lighting, a built in flat screen TV and a soft floor
base with a concrete design finish as well as images of the MB
Lockable Dowel, Double Shear Dowel and high chairs. Among some
of the graphics are backdrop pieces that were designed to look
like concrete with images of Meadow Burke products such as the
Erector Connector and the Double Tee Anchor. At the show, the
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In addition to the digital tactics, the show involved strategic planning and campaigning both internally and externally up to five
weeks before the show. With the help of sales and marketing, this
began with creating the messaging around the show. This year’s
message was about innovation and new product development as
well as customer satisfaction. Once the messaging was established, a show guide (for internal use) was created on a mobile app
for the first time ever by the Meadow Burke marketing team. The
easy to use app had all the information contained in previous show
guides from booth schedule to hotel registration numbers and even
events to attend. In addition to the show guide app, external campaigning such as social media and e-blasts were created for both
Meadow Burke and Thermomass and scheduled to go out each
week lead- ing up to the show. These campaigns included save
the dates and invitations for the customer appreciation event, landing page launch, the video, and of course booth location.
With these efforts, the 2016 World of Concrete show turned out
very well for both Meadow Burke and Thermomass. Click here to
see additional show images.
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Community, Health and Wellness
Ft Worth, Texas
Employees is the Ft. Worth Plant and Service Center volunteered again this year at The Feast of Sharing held on November 10th.

Front Row: Nora Romero, Elsa Nava, Elias Aguayo, Ramona Martinez, Denny Simpson
Back Row: Susan Campbell, Neil Holmes, Byron Allen, Sian Vincent

Fort Worth has been participating in Toys for
Tots for several years but this year we collected twice the amount of toys than we had
been collecting in the past years. Thanks to
all the generous employees from Meadow
Burke Fort Worth, that make this possible,
said Elsa Nava.
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Tom Drew, Jon Hebner and Tony Sanchez

Phoenix, Arizona
We again collected for the Phoenix Rescue Mission. We not only collected
for the Fill a Box-Feed a Family program, we also donated Hope Totes as
well. Those are personalized hygiene items that are boxed and given out to
the homeless as well. Click here for more information.
In addition, we also all donated toys and items to their Santa Toy Store
program. The toys donated are put in a warehouse and the selected families are able to come shop for their children at no expense. Items were
also donated to the Adult store where the children were able to come and
shop for their parents as well.

Tampa, Florida
Employees at Tampa HQ donated food and a turkey to Metropolitan
Ministries for Thanksgiving. Toys were also collected to be distributed to the
children at Christmas.
Tampa RDC also made a donation to The Spring of Tampa Bay.

Hazleton, Pennsylvania
Employees at the Hazleton plant held a Hoagie Fundraiser in October to
support the fight against Breast Cancer. In December donations were
collected for Toys for Tots.
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Community, Health and Wellness

(continued)

Spring is almost here! Time to get outside and enjoy the warmer weather. Is exercise on your
agenda?
Here are some ways to understand and measure the intensity of
aerobic activity. The two types of intensity are relative intensity and
absolute intensity.

Relative Intensity
The level of effort required by a person to do an activity is known
as relative intensity. When using relative intensity, people pay
attention to how physical activity affects their heart rate and
breathing.
The talk test is a simple way to measure relative intensity. As a
rule of thumb, if you're doing moderate- intensity activity you can
talk, but not sing, during the activity. If you're doing vigorous-intensity activity, you will not be able to say more than a few words
without pausing for a breath.

Absolute Intensity
The amount of energy used by the body per minute of activity is
known as absolute intensity. The list be- low provides examples
of activities classified as moderate-intensity or vigorous-intensity
based upon the amount of energy used by the body while doing
the activity.

Moderate Intensity
•
•
•
•
•
•

Walking briskly (3 miles / hour or faster, but not race-walking)
Water aerobics
Bicycling slower than 10 miles per hour
Tennis (doubles)
Ballroom dancing
General gardening

Vigorous Intensity
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Race walking, jogging, or running
Swimming laps
Tennis (singles)
Aerobic dancing
Bicycling 10 miles per hour or faster
Jumping rope
Heavy gardening (continuous digging or hoeing)
Hiking uphill or with a heavy backpack

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. (Updated 2015, February 14). Physical activity for everyone. Retrieved April 29, 2015,
from http://www.cdc.gov

Welcome to the Meadow Burke Team
Michael Sewar
Craig Gryder
Dianne Wiesner
Rick Jurkowski
John Peterson
Craig Stevenson
Aaron Leland
Martileana Aviles
Tayssir Babbili

Engineering Tech
Engineer—Production
Accounts Payable
Business Analyst
Director of Procurement
Engineering Tech
District Sales Manager
Engineering Tech
Engineering Tech
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Tampa HQ
Converse
Tampa HQ
Atlanta
Atlanta
Tampa HQ
Atlanta
Tampa HQ
Tampa HQ

January 18, 2016
January 25, 2016
February 8, 2016
March 1, 2016
March 4, 2016
March 7, 2016
March 14, 2016
March 21, 2016
April 1, 2016
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